
PROBLEM STATEMENT FOR INTRANET MAILING SYSTEM

Thus, the Intranet mail system is the easiest way of communicating, and can be used without Internet connection. 2.
PROBLEM STATEMENT AND OBJECTIVE.

Message Attributes This topic gives the details of Message Attributes of the mail provided by the IMAP4rev1
In addition to message text, each message has several attributes associated with it. There is a mail daemon
running on each host, the daemon uses SMTP running over TCP to transmit the message to a daemon running
on another machine and daemon puts incoming messages into the Users mailbox. Mailing system must be able
to do these functions Compose an email. The user should be able to attach files to the mails and send them to
the desired users. These attributes may be retrieved individually or in conjunction with other attributes or
message texts. Messages in IMAP4rev1 are accessed by the use of numbers. Trash mailbox: This mailbox
keeps a record of the deleted mails from the other mailboxes such as Inbox, Sent, and Draft. A flag of either
type may be permanent or session-only. It permits manipulation of remote message folders, called
"mailboxes", in a way that is functionally equivalent to local mailboxes. The advent of internet and electronic
mails replaced the traditional postal mails. It uses a pseudo-database format. This document [1] specifies an
Internet standards track protocol for the Internet community. Mailing server is programmed by which you can
send emails to your friends, who are registered with that server. Admin can delete user messages using Cyrus
server. Intranet mail application is a mail client application with features like login, sending mail, deleting
mail and forwarding mail where admin can add and delete messages in the network. It should be installed for
transferring the mails. The main aim for developing this project is to understand steps involved in developing
a mail application by updating few new innovative features in to this application and upgrade it to new version
will be better choice for computer science students. Permanent flags are those which the client can add or
remove from the message flags permanently; that is, subsequent sessions will see any change in permanent
flags. The system starts with the welcome page prompting the user to establish his authentication. All these are
provided with the graphical interface so that the users can do their desired work smoothly. Internal Date
Message Attribute The internal date and time of the message on the server. Many of the organizations
nowadays work on shift basis due to heavy work load and so to this load by shifts. So for people who work on
shifts, intranet mail server proves to be more beneficial, Do you want to see the Full Version? Unique
Identifier UID Message Attribute: A bit value assigned to each message, which when used with the unique
identifier validity value see below forms a bit value that is permanently guaranteed not to refer to any other
message in the mailbox. It is a higher performance IMAP server that could handle very large mailboxes, or
mailboxes with a large number of messages. Mailing server is also a very secure system. The mailing server
allows the user to customize their profile, change themes as per own interest. If unique identifiers from an
earlier session fail to persist to this session, the unique identifier validity value must be greater than the one
used in the earlier session. It should be installed for transferring the mails. However, it has some limitations
for the size of the attachment, but you can change it for your server and as per business needs. SMTP- the
protocol used to transfer messages from one host to another. Linux Platform The Debi an Linux is used for
coding plat form. Unique identifiers are assigned in strictly ascending fashion in the mailbox; as each message
is added to the mailbox it is assigned a higher UID than the message s which were added previously. The
logged in users should be able to see the lists of new mails as well as the existing ones. This is not the date and
time in the [RFC] header, but rather a date and time which reflect when the message was received. Flags
Message Attribute A list of zero or more named tokens associated with the message. Apache Server Apache
Server should be installed which serves as the web server. Like the end hosts, these gateways also run a
Sendmail process.


